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Third Quarter in Review 

 
Third quarter started out with the markets moving higher and the VIX making multiyear lows. About a month 
into the quarter geopolitical tensions rose sharply and, with them, the VIX spiked higher and the global 
financial markets moved lower. The key geopolitical hot spots during the quarter include Israel, Ukraine and 
Iraq. In Israel, the Israeli government launched a ground offensive into Gaza to destroy terrorist elements 
firing rockets into Israel on a daily basis. In Ukraine, fighting erupted between the rebels (backed by Russia) 
and the Ukrainian government. In Iraq, ISIL made headlines as they swept into large areas of northern Iraq. 
As tensions rose the markets became less and less stable, ending the quarter with increasing volatility. In 
fact, we saw 5 days in a row near the end of September where the Dow moved by more than 100 points 
each. With uncertainty surrounding various risks to the global financial system, investors were left on a roller 
coaster with certain areas of the markets performing very well while others declined for no apparent reason.  
 
The following figures demonstrate just how wide the divergence in performance was during the quarter. The 
NASDAQ was up 1.93 percent, the S&P 500 was up 0.62 percent and the Dow was up 1.29 percent. All of 
these numbers were tame. The Russell 2000 (small caps) declined 5.11 percent, Utilities declined 4.05 
percent, Gold fell 9.24 percent and global materials sank 7.18 percent. On a global basis, there were more 
indexes that declined during the third quarter than advanced. Overall, the MSCI All Cap World Index 
declined by 2.78 percent during the quarter. Fixed income also had an interesting quarter with the majority 
of US government bonds increasing, while the inflation protected bonds known as TIPS declined by more 
than 2 percent. So what was going on with investors’ behavior during the quarter? 
 
Investors seemed to be holding on to equity investments in the US and preferring higher quality companies 
over more risky investments. Investors also preferred to own dividend paying stocks during volatile times; 
this was likely caused by the very low interest rates being seen on fixed income investments as investors 
continued to stretch for yield. Russia seemed to be a hot potato during the quarter as events in Ukraine 
such as the shooting down of the Malaysian Airline and the imposition of international sanctions against 
Russia caused investor sentiment towards the country to ebb and flow. Throughout the quarter central 
banks around the world also played a crucial part in the financial markets. 
 
The US Federal Reserve continued with its tapering plans, in which it slowly took down the amount of bonds 
being purchased on a monthly basis. Meanwhile across the Atlantic, the European Central Bank (ECB) 
announced new plans for the bank to purchase assets, an initial start to quantitative easing after talking 
about it for the past two years. With the tapering program drawing to an end in the US one of the main topics 
that moved the markets during the quarter was the question of when the Fed will raise interest rates. There 
was a lot of speculation as to what signals and data points Chair Yellen is watching to determine when to 
raise rates, but in the end she maintained that interest rates would remain low for an extended period of time 
and would not commit to a specific time as to when they would start to raise. The consensus estimate of 
economists is that rates will be increased during the first half of 2015. One of the major driving factors 
behind the rate increase is that the US economy continues to move forward, albeit at a much slower pace 
than many economists and investors would like. 
 
During the third quarter manufacturing data noticeably picked up, helping to drive up the GDP estimates 
to 4.6 percent for the second quarter from -2.9 percent during the first quarter. Consumer spending and 
sentiment increased during the quarter and the large decline in the price of oil reduced the price of gas 
at the pump. The overall unemployment rate in the US was shown to have declined from 6.2 percent in 
July down to 5.9 percent is September. Lastly, while the economic data is pointing to an expansion, 
prices have remained relatively stable with inflation not being seen in any of the data. 
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Looking Ahead 

 
Looking ahead to the rest of 2014, the markets will likely remain choppy and potentially become choppier 
than they were at the end of the third quarter. One of the driving forces behind this dynamic is that 
geopolitical tensions around the world have only been increasing and it does not look like they will be 
dissipating any time soon. The area of the world currently being very closely watched is Hong Kong as the 
unrest against the political figures in the country has lead to massive protests that have so far been largely 
peaceful. But China has a history of smashing protests it feels threatened by or does not agree with. With 
the world watching we will have to see how Beijing acts to get Hong Kong back under control. In Ukraine, 
Russia is obviously winning with the calendar slowly ticking more and more into winter, when negotiations 
between Europe and Russia will be very different as Europe relies heavily on gas from Russia for heat. In 
the Middle East we will likely see continued violence between Islamic State (IS) and the rest of the world as 
the coalition attempts to defeat the extremist group without disrupting the flow of oil in the region.  
 
Here in the US, third quarter earnings will be in the spot light to start the fourth quarter. Expectations are 
high, but they have been actively moving lower over the past few weeks. This type of action is pretty 
common, as companies like to set a low bar that is easy to jump over and in turn makes the companies look 
better. Speculation about the potential Fed action coming in 2015 will likely continue to push around the 
bond market as new data is digested. Yields will likely remain low during the quarter although they could 
creep higher as we get closer to the end of the year. Commodity prices will likely continue to decline as 
China continues to battle for high growth within its economy, while also dealing with the likely spread of 
political unrest. Aside from the US economy and Fed actions, the largest wildcard through the end of the 
year will likely be Europe as it fights to stay out of a recession and the ECB continues to take action.  
 
With Germany slowing down and being the most critical economy within Europe it is not surprising to see 
that a small stumble by Germany in GDP has quickly led to the ECB taking action across Europe. By 
purchasing assets the ECB is essentially engaging in the same actions the US Fed undertook a few years 
ago, actions which are just now finally drawing to a close. Whether or not the actions of the ECB are going 
to work will start to be seen during the fourth quarter. If things do not go well we could see this spread into a 
decline in the financial markets in the region and potentially around the world. We here in the US are due for 
a correction. There has been lots of talk about the length of time between 10 percent declines or the number 
of months this bull market has run. In the end these are all backwards looking signals, and the current 
market seems to have no problem climbing the proverbial wall of worry, at least it has not yet. But 
backwards looking signals do look at history and as Mark Twain so aptly said, “History doesn't repeat itself, 
but it does rhyme.” 

 
 

Time for the Third Quarter Numbers 

 
The following is a numerical representation of the third quarter of 2014. I will start with the three major US 
indexes and the VIX, which turned in performance as follows: 
 

Index 3
rd

 Quarter 2014 

VIX 40.88 % 

NASDAQ 1.93 % 

Dow 1.29 % 

S&P 500 0.62 % 

 
Volume during the third quarter was very weak on all three of the major indexes. The S&P 500 saw the 
lowest quarterly volume since the second quarter of 1998. The volume on the Dow was the lowest since the 
fourth quarter of 1998 and the NASDAQ saw the lowest quarterly volume since the third quarter of 2013.  
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Globally, the top three performing indexes for third quarter of 2014 were: 
 

Index 3
rd

 Quarter 2014 

Shanghai Se Composite 

Index 
15.40 % 

Tokyo Nikkei Index 7.99 % 

Mexican IPC Index 5.26 % 

 
 
Globally, the bottom three performing indexes for third quarter of 2014 were: 
 

Index 3
rd

 Quarter 2014 

Russia Capped Index -14.63 % 

Taiwan Weighted Index -4.54 % 

Germany Frankfurt Dax 
Index 

-3.65 % 

 
Russia has been very interesting to watch this year as it went from the poorest performing global index 
during the first quarter of 2014 to the second best performing global index during the second quarter then 
right back down to the poorest performing global index during the third quarter. With all of the international 
sanctions starting to really bite, it is hard to not see the Russian economy starting to struggle more moving 
toward the end of the year.  
 
 
For those of you who follow and are interested in the style box performance of various investments 
throughout the quarter, below is the standard style box performance for third quarter 2014:  
 

Style /  Market Cap Value Blend Growth 

Large Cap -0.14 % 1.18 % 2.03 % 

Mid Cap -3.76 % -1.33 % -1.47 % 

Small Cap -6.45 % -5.74 % -5.97 % 

 
As you can see above, value was heavily out of favor during the quarter as was the small cap stocks. With 
so much uncertainty in the world large cap stocks were the safest place to wait things out. In many cases, 
large cap stocks also pay dividends, so in a sense investors were being paid to wait. With such a wide 
dispersion in performance within the style boxes it would not be unusual to see the winning sectors so far 
give back a little to the losing sectors in a bit of a mean reversion play at some point in the near future.  
 
 
The following table gives the performances for the top-performing sectors for the third quarter of 2014: 
 

Sector Change 

Biotechnology 6.46 % 

Healthcare 4.79 % 

Financial Broker Dealers 4.25 % 

Healthcare Providers 3.93 % 

Pharmaceutical 3.88 % 
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The bottom-performing sectors for the third quarter of 2014 were as follows: 
 

Sector Change 

Oil & Gas Exploration -10.42 % 

Natural Resources -10.41 % 

Energy -9.65 % 

Home Construction -9.31 % 

Utilities -5.48 % 

 
 
Commodities continued to see very volatile trading throughout the third quarter of 2014. Returns were as 
follows: 
 

Commodities Change 

GSCI Commodity Index -12.77 % 

Silver -19.26 % 

Copper -7.08 % 

Gold -9.24 % 

Oil -13.49 % 

 
 
Much of the decline in commodities was due to the continued slowdown in the Chinese economy and thus a 
lack of demand for raw materials. This was seen in countries that rely heavily on trading raw materials with 
China such as Australia, which moved lower during the quarter on fears of fewer shipments to China. Gold 
had an interesting quarter, declining in value despite the weakness in many of the global currencies. At this 
point gold seems to be under tremendous downward pressure and it does not look like it will come to an end 
any time soon. Oil, however, looks like it may have come down about as much as it will during this cycle as 
production has started to slow down and prices are getting down to where some oil producing countries 
cannot make as much money as they would like with their relatively high fixed costs. Less production means 
lower supply and higher prices. 
 
 
Fixed-income had a great quarter during the third quarter of 2014 as the Fed continued its tapering program, 
despite the near certainty of higher interest rates during 2015: 
 

Fixed Income Change 

20+ Year Treasuries 2.42 % 

10-20 Year Treasuries 0.82 % 

7-10 Year Treasuries 0.04 % 

3-7 Year Treasuries -0.39 % 

1-3 Year Treasuries -0.06 % 

TIPS -2.85 % 

 
 
The fixed income markets have been very wild so far this year, with investors estimating at the start of 
the year that yields would be moving substantially higher and bond prices would be coming down. 
Instead, we have seen yields move very little and prices in some cases actually increase. The fixed 
income market will likely continue to see wild movements as investors try to outguess everyone else as 
to when the Fed will start to raise interest rates. 
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